Evaluation of a dual-wavelength size exclusion HPLC method with improved sensitivity to detect protein aggregates and its use to better characterize degradation pathways of an IgG1 monoclonal antibody.
The evaluation of a dual wavelength size exclusion high performance liquid chromatography (DW-SE-HPLC) method with improved sensitivity to detect aggregates in a high concentration IgG1 monoclonal antibody formulation is presented. This technique utilizes ultraviolet detection at two different wavelengths to monitor the levels of monomer, aggregate, and fragments and was shown to have improved sensitivity for the detection aggregates and fragments compared to light scattering (LS) detection. After assay optimization including the use of column conditioning, the limit of quantitation for aggregates was determined to be 0.04% with essentially complete recovery of aggregates from the column (>99.5%). The DW-SE-HPLC method was used to evaluate the level of protein aggregates generated by different environmental conditions such as exposure to elevated temperatures/acidic pH or intense light. The detection and characterization of protein aggregates by DW-SE-HPLC was compared with an orthogonal biophysical technique (sedimentation velocity analytical ultracentrifugation, SV-AUC). A good overall correlation was observed for levels of monomer, aggregates (dimer and multimers), and fragments as measured by the two analytical techniques (e.g., 6.0% vs. 5.3% and 14% vs. 11% for dimeric aggregates generated by elevated temperature/acidic pH and light exposure, respectively). The stability profile of a high concentration IgG1 monoclonal antibody formulation was investigated under stressed storage conditions (40 degrees C over 3 months) using the DW-SE-HPLC method including the loss of monomeric species with the concomitant accumulation of both aggregates and fragments. The nature and composition of the aggregates (primarily noncovalent dimers) and fragments (primarily loss of Fab from an intact IgG1) formed during storage were further characterized by a combination of LS measurements and mass spectroscopy analysis of deglycosylated IgG1 samples isolated by preparative SE-HPLC. The combination of DW-SE-HPLC, SV-AUC, LS, and mass spectroscopy results provided a detailed overall understanding the monomer, aggregate, fragment degradation pathway(s) for a high concentration IgG1 monoclonal antibody formulation during storage.